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“Will You Please Take the Stand”
[Editor’s Prologue – Many seasoned veterans of law enforcement will echo one of the sentiments of
frustration to being a cop when they give an explanation of the court system as, “We risk our lives to
catch ‘em and lock ‘em up, then the courts let them go on a technicality.” That is exactly why law
enforcement organizations must change one of the ways they go about training their officers.

It’s important that cops are taught how to protect themselves while performing the duties
involved in patrol, but it’s every bit as important that today’s cop is also trained how to survive the
courtroom. It’s well established that cops face as much stress as anyone in the private or public sector.
But when you think about the fact that most cops are more likely to deal with stress as the result of an
experience in court, rather than a critical incident like a shooting, it becomes clear that law enforcement
organizations are not doing nearly enough to prepare cops for the emotional consequences of the
courtroom experience.

How much time did you spend at the academy learning how to deal with courtroom demeanor–
especially when it comes to coping with a few obnoxious defense lawyers and occasionally antagonistic
judges? Police officers must be trained to look at going to court as an opportunity, not an inconvenience.
Cops must see their testimony in the same way they see their weapon and handcuffs, as tools with which
to fight crime. Too many of us think our job is done after the arrest is made. But if we want to see the
successful conviction of the criminals we lock up, we have to start thinking differently about the other end
of the system.

This is the second of a two-part series written to address a oft-times overlooked necessity of new
officer academy training. The author, David L. Berger, is a Forensic Consultant in law enforcement and
private security, serving as an expert witness in those disciplines since 1972 in both criminal and civil
courts throughout the United States. He first began court testimony in 1955. His is the author of several
books. One of them, “Industrial Security,” has become a standard text in colleges and universities for
over twenty years. During his 45 year career, he has served as a detective with the Los Angeles County
District Attorney’s Bureau of Investigation, a reserve federal police officer, a volunteer with the Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, and a Specialist Reserve Police Officer with the Los Angeles
Police Department. He is currently a volunteer with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
assigned as a staff research assistant for the Training Wheel and teaches a course in “courtroom
procedures” for In-Service Training.]

Preparing for Testimony

Police Reports: The earliest phase of preparation for trail is in the writing of the report. The
officer must consciously, as he is writing, be aware of the fact that he will potentially be required to
testify from that report. Make certain, therefore, that the report is accurate, thorough and extremely
detailed. The testimony may not occur for a considerable period of time, during which the officer will
have been involved in many other cases and have written numerous reports of similar events.

The report from which he will testify, therefore, must be sufficiently detailed to refresh the
officer’s memory regarding that particular case and his involvement therein. Absolutely nothing must be
left to conjecture. If an officer is forced to assume he performed some function, that assumption will be
addressed by the defense counsel and subjected to criticism that certainly will stand out in the jury’s
memory. Methods of handling that situation will be discussed later.



Upon learning that testimony will be required, the officer should first obtain a copy of the police
report. Department or agency policy may differ; however, this author recommends that the officer review
only that portion of the report which was written by him or her, or their partner who wrote the report on
behalf of both of them. If the particular phase of the event required the participation of other units, then
those reports also should be reviewed. It is not necessary to review the entire file, including follow-up
investigation, witness interviews, forensic procedures, etc. The reason being is that the officer may learn
information that developed at a later time under more intense circumstances, which may lead the officer
to interpret some of the actions he observed in a different light. Also, if the officer has no knowledge of
subsequent investigative procedures or actions that occurred outside his presence, he cannot testify to
those procedures or comment upon them.

It not only relieves the officer of that responsibility, it also denies the defense other areas of
inquiry at that time in the trial areas in which the testifying officer is not sufficiently knowledgeable to
answer without committing some error which would benefit the defense. It is not incumbent upon an
officer to follow-up on a case unless he is specifically assigned to do so. The only subjects where the
officer can, or should, testify to are those events with which he or she was directly involved and are
contained in that portion of the entire police report file that the officer created.

Discuss With Partner: The officer’s partner will also be called to testify and, for that reason, the report
which was jointly composed, should be reviewed together. Under normal circumstances, both officers
will compose a single report under joint signatures. If the responding officers were in separate one-
officer units, however, they may be required to prepare individual reports or department/agency policy
might simply require each officer to prepare a separate report. Under any and all circumstances, the
officers should discuss the report(s), and if there appears to be any significant discrepancy, the matter
must be discussed first with their supervisor and, finally, with the prosecutor.

Obviously, it is always more appropriate if all the officers, engaged in any one phase of the case,
are consistent in their observations of what occurred. Inconsistencies, always being sought by the defense
counsel as an area that he knows very well, will reflect badly on the People’s case.

Notes: If the officer makes and retains any handwritten notes at the scene of the incident–notes
which were used in the preparation of the report–those, too should be reviewed for any additional
memories of the event they may trigger. Whether or not to keep those notes has always been a topic of
concern. On one hand, as indicated above, those notes may trigger important memories; on the other
hand, they may also contain some data that was not considered appropriate or relevant to the issue, thus
not transferred to the final report.

The problem, under the latter situation, is that those notes are also subject to inquiry and possible
presentation at trial and could prove embarrassing only because it will enable the defense counsel to place
the officer on the defensive regarding his entries on those notes. Ultimately, the decision should rest with
the officers’ superior or agency policy. The district attorney’s office might also be consulted for their
input, which may differ from one jurisdiction to another.

Meet with Prosecutor: As was indicated earlier in this article, the prosecutor has a great many problems
to deal with in preparation for trial, along with in many cases, a large case-load to contend with. He or
she many times passes-off the officer as one who has testified on numerous prior occasions, knows his
job, and really doesn’t require a great deal of preparation. Maybe even the officer feels that way. Both of
them are, of course, incorrect.

The officer’s testimony is extremely important to the case and, if it is not in the areas of
experience or professionalism, which are of concern relative to the presentation, there are other
considerations. The prosecutor knows all of the considerations; he is simply remiss by virtue of the
existent trial pressure–a common occurrence.

With all of the data the prosecutor is expected to contend with, in its totality, small details of the
officer’s testimony may be overlooked; therefore, it is important to review that testimony. It is also
important for the prosecutor to have some input as to the officer’s presentation personality, so that



questions may be asked in a manner which will provide the officer the best forum possible for his answer.
Then, depending on the tactics the prosecutor is planning to employ–tactics which are determined by
knowledge of the defense attorney–and his tactical approach toward interrogating witnesses, along with
the nature of the offense and suspect being tried, the officers manner of testifying must be carefully
orchestrated.

Should he direct his answers toward the jury or would it be preferable to merely have the jury
present during a technical discussion between two professionals, the attorney and the officer? Does the
prosecutor wish the officer to play it close to the belt and answer only “yes” or “no” to direct questions, or
would it be appropriate because of the officer’s personality and expertise to embellish his answer?
Should that method be employed during direct examination or employed ONLY during “direct” and
revert to the “yes” & “no” technique for cross examination? The possibilities are endless and hopefully,
some time will be taken for their consideration. In any event, there should be communication between the
prosecutor and police officer witnesses prior to the trial, and the officer should not hesitate to initiate a
meeting with his superiors’ approval, of course. Cases have been lost due to poor preparation over and
above those where the accused was, in fact, innocent.

The Trial
Appearance and Attitude on the Stand: Next to the content of the officer’s testimony, his or

her appearance is the most important factor of the presentation. The jury will see the officer prior to
hearing him and it is only human nature to begin, at that point, to derive an opinion relative to his
testimony. If the officer is sloppy, unkempt, slouches, walks uncertainly; if his speech is poor or weak
and he stammers while on the stand, those qualities will affect the content of his testimony.

If the officer is abrupt, arrogant, or flaunts his authority by virtue of displaying his gun (if in
civilian clothes) or wears a miniature pair of handcuffs as a tie-pin or a small badge in his lapel, he will
also be viewed in a negative manner...all of which will seriously affect his testimony. Initially, unless
there is a strict department or agency policy as to the manner of dress, the prosecutor should be consulted
as to how he would prefer you to appear in court–in civilian clothes or full uniform.

At all times while in the courthouse, be aware that any person within your view maybe be a
member of the jury. Never smoke in the hallway outside the courtroom, whether before trial, during
breaks, or after the scheduled appearance. Too many people today are sufficiently anti-smoking
advocates and, unfortunately, they immediately derive an extremely poor impression of the person they
observe with a cigarette. The author, who has been an expert witness for well over twenty-five years,
does not even enter a restroom on the same floor as the courtroom, for fear of bumping into a juror under
those circumstances. For some reason, it tends to take the officer off his pedestal and the respect level
diminishes.

Regardless of whether the officer is in uniform or plainclothes, make certain the clothing is clean
and freshly pressed, shoes are shined. Men should be clean-shaven or, if mustache and beard is worn,
they too should be neatly trimmed. Hair should be trimmed and neatly combed. Women should not wear
heavy makeup but that which is in “good taste.” Civilian clothes for men should be business suit, white
shirt and tie, or conservative sport jacket, shirt and tie. Again, do not display any emblems; law
enforcement, religious or political; they certainly will offend somebody. If trial is held during the summer
months, when some areas of the country are extremely hot and humid, jackets may be eliminated, but the
tie remains and long sleeves are preferred. The courtroom will be air-conditioned and sleeves can be
rolled up upon leaving the court.

Speech should also be considered under “appearance.” Make certain you keep your voice volume
“up”, so that the jury can hear your responses to questioning. Wait a second or two after the question has
been posed, especially during cross examination. This will enable the prosecutor to object to the
question, then wait for a ruling, by the court, prior to answering–if you, in fact, are able to answer and the
objection has not been sustained. Waiting a couple of seconds also allows the officer to prepare his
answer so that he doesn’t always begin with an “uhh” or, in some other manner stammers.



This always gives the impression that the officer may not be certain of his answer, or to some
pseudo-students of “body language”, may suggest the officer’s attempt to devise a false or misleading
answer. Taking a moment to consolidate one’s thoughts is totally appropriate and makes for an even,
flowing context of intelligence that is convincing, leaving the listener with the knowledge that the speaker
is firm, accurate and certain of his or her facts.

Finally, please be totally aware that the jury will commence to evaluate the officer as a witness
from the moment his name is called, during his or her approach to the stand, the manner by which he
takes the oath, and how he sits in the witness box. The expression on the officer’s face is important.
“Stern” is not acceptable; it imparts authority in an arrogant manner. This is not the place to practice
“command presence.” Upon the process of sitting in the witness box, it is appropriate to acknowledge the
judge with a brief glance, smile and nod. The same would apply to the jury as well as the counsel table.
The effect is to present you in a more human perspective and, since you are a “cop” in the jury’s eyes,
“humane” could easily replace “human.” They will receive the officer’s testimony better when they feel
comfortable with their presence.

Direct Examination: The officer will be called to the stand by the prosecution who will attend to some
“housekeeping” prior to going into the details of the officer’s participation. He will elicit from the officer
details regarding his education, training and experience on the job. This is necessary in order to inform
the jury of the officer’s professional qualifications to perform his function and to give credence to his
testimony regarding his conduct and observations during the events leading to the accused’s arrest.
Following those preliminaries, the prosecutor will lead the officer through the details of his activity. He
may do this in one of the following ways: to ask you questions which require a direct answer, such as
“yes”, or “no” or “one hundred yards”, or he will request that the events be presented in a narrative form.

It is important that all answers be consistent with the information contained in the officer’s
portion of the police report. It is important because the defense counsel will have a copy of that report
and will be carefully looking for any inconsistencies with which he may place you on the defensive and
possibly impeach your testimony.

The officer’s responses should be firm and definite regarding the accuracy of his observations.
He should be careful to consider the level of his language with regard to technical phrases or “Police
lingo.” If a technical term is necessary, it might be appropriate to turn toward the jury and explain that
technicality in layman’s terms. Usually, the prosecutor having prior knowledge of the answer will request
that the officer explain the term to the jury. Otherwise, attempt to retain the language of the testimony in
a manner understandable by the jury members.

Also, do not use terms which might be offensive to the jury simply due to their lack of
understanding of police lingo. An example would be: “We hooked the suspect up prior to placing him in
the unit.” A more appropriate statement for the jury would be: “The suspect was put in handcuffs before
placing him in the patrol car.”

Cross Examination: The officer will be prepared for the direct examination procedure because the thrust
of the testimony will have been carefully prepared in advance with the aid of the prosecutor. Cross
examination, however, is considerably more difficult as the defense counsel will attempt to weaken the
impact of your version of events leading to the arrest of his client. He will have all of the information
regarding this case at his immediate disposal. He will have read all of the police reports, the witnesses’
statements included, along with interviewing all of the other percipient witnesses and, in all probability,
having taken the deposition of all of the forensic people. His private investigator, many times a former
police officer, will have conducted an independent investigation into the circumstances of the event. He
WILL be prepared. His job (once again) is to make the “People” prove their case against his client or,
alternatively, attempt to prove his client’s innocence. His approach toward doing his job may be vague to
the officer on the stand, primarily because the officer is not aware of all the data and information at the
defense’s disposal. Under normal circumstances, the officer’s knowledge is limited only to that which he
obtained when in direct contact with the suspect. What happened prior to that occurrence and what



occurred subsequent to his involvement is unknown, other than what he may have been told, read in the
paper, or seen on the 10 o’clock news.

The defense attorney will also probe other issues, which although may appear irrelevant or even
distasteful to the officer, are areas of inquiry that are proper and normal from the perspective of the
defense. Does the officer have any latent prejudices that may have prompted him or her to suspect the
attorney’s client? Did those biases prompt the officer to “fudge” a little when developing the “probable
cause” issues which permitted the stopping, searching and interrogating of the suspect?

In all probability, those matters are all provoked by statements the suspect made to his attorney
who is bound under the attorney-client relationship to consider as potentially accurate. Many suspects,
knowing they are guilty, will exaggerate, or even outright LIE to their own counsel, believing that the
lawyer has to be convinced of his innocence in order to defend him properly. Actually, that is a false
premise. Knowing the truth would enable the defense lawyer to consider a plea bargain to a lesser degree
crime in exchange for a guilty plea by the defendant. Also, as unfortunate as it may be, and as rare
as it is, occurrences of a police officer’s prejudice and bias affecting his judgment in the field has
occurred.

In any event, the above areas of inquiry do occur. They should be expected and, once
again, it is only the defense attorney doing his job. It is nothing to become upset over. It is not
intended to be offensive to the officer and should not be taken personally. If the officer shows
any sign of distress, irritation, impatience or anger, the defense counsel will press the issue,
minimizing the effect of the officer’s testimony.

The defense is not permitted to harass the witness in any way, shape or form, other than
being extremely precise and insisting on direct responses to the questions. He may also probe
fairly forcibly and go into detailed responses, but the moment his tactic becomes repetitive or
unreasonable in any manner, the prosecutor will certainly object to the line of questioning and
that objection will normally be upheld.

It is most important that the witness never argue with the defense counsel. Arguing or
displaying emotion will place the officer on the defensive, making an extremely poor impression
of the jury. Don’t forget–should the officer be placed in an uncomfortable or compromising
position because of the nature of the defense’s aggressive questioning, the prosecutor should be
able to correct any errors or possible misinterpretations, to the jury, during “cross examination.”

The best tact to employ with an aggressive examination, or any examination for that
matter, is to wait a moment before answering; be extremely patient and courteous to the defense,
occasionally addressing him by name (i.e., “Yes, Mr. Jones, I am certain it was 10:15 p.m., I did
check my watch at that time.”). Remaining calm under the stress of an aggressive defense
counsel is extremely impressive to a jury, and the chances are that when counsel realizes he is
unable to irritate the witness, he will change his tact so as not to offend the jury members.

When being examined by the defense, always answer only the question directly, without
any embellishment. If the question requires only a “yes” or “no” answer, answer simply “yes” or
“no.” Counsel will follow up if he desires. The danger of expanding the answer with an
explanation is that it will undoubtedly suggest further areas of inquiry and the officer may not be
fully prepared to deal with those areas.

“I don’t know” is a perfectly correct response to questions when the officer does not
know the answer. Some witnesses fear that they will appear unprepared or unprofessional if they
don’t know the answers to all questions. That fear or assumption is in error. “Sir, I don’t know
the answer to that question,” actually has the effect of portraying the officer in a more credible
manner, increasing the effectiveness of his testimony in its totality.



The witness stand is nothing to fear or be apprehensive of as it is the culmination of all
the preliminary police work and team efforts of a lot of people attempting to present what they
believe to be proof of the accused’s guilt. The trial is simply a process and the police officer’s
testimony is an integral part of that process encompassing the two elements of preparation and
presentation. The only thing expected of the officer is to re-affirm, verbally and audibly, that
which he has already reported in writing, to present that testimony in a manner which is
articulated honestly and professionally, and to appear confident, but not to assume the image of
an advocate. That is the job of the attorneys.

Reprinted with permission from the “Training Wheel,” March/April 2000. The Training Journal of the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department.


